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Ausstellungskatalog „Die Macht der Schrift: Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ |  
‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the Toba Batak from North Sumatra’
Herausgegeben von Jan van der Putten und Roberta Zollo

Der Katalog erscheint als Nr. 14 der Zeitschrift manuscript cultures anlässlich der Ausstellung „Die Macht der Schrift: 
Die Manuskriptkultur der Toba-Batak aus Nord-Sumatra“ | ‘The Power of Writing: The Manuscript Culture of the 
Toba Batak from North Sumatra’ im Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, 
vom 7. Mai – 14. Juni, 2020, sowie der Austellung ‘Pameran Naskah-Naskah Batak’ | „Ausstellung von Batak- 
Manuskripten“ im Indonesischen Generalkonsulat Hamburg, 7. – 24. März  2020.

Wir danken  dem Museum am Rothenbaum – Kulturen und Künste der Welt (MARKK), Hamburg, für die gelungene 
gemeinsame Organisation dieser Ausstellung. Der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) danken wir für die 
großzügige Unterstützung bei der Drucklegung des Katalogbandes.

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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The front cover shows the three church fathers Cyril of Jerusalem, Nicholas of Myra 

and John Chrysostom in a 16th-century fresco of the Church of the Archangels in 

Matskhvarishi, Latali, Svanetia (photography by Jost Gippert). All three fathers bear 

a board with text fragments from the Liturgy by John Chrysostom (CPG 4686) in 

Georgian; the text passage held by Cyril of Jerusalem is the beginning of the sentence 

რამეთუ სახიერი და კაცთ-მოყუარე ღმერთი ხარ ‘For you are a benevolent and 

philanthropic God’, which also appears in lines 6–7 of Fig. 1 on p. 2 below (from an 11th-

century scroll of the Iviron Monastery on Mt Athos, ms. Ivir. georg. 89). 
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18 – Canones: The Art of Harmony. The Canon Tables of the Four 
Gospels, edited by Alessandro Bausi, Bruno Reudenbach, and Hanna 
Wimmer

The so-called ‘Canon Tables’ of the Christian Gospels are an absolutely re-
markable feature of the early, late antique, and medieval Christian manuscript 
cultures of East and West, the invention of which is commonly attributed to 
Eusebius and dated to first decades of the fourth century AD. Intended to host 
a technical device for structuring, organizing, and navigating the Four Gos-
pels united in a single codex – and, in doing so, building upon and bringing 
to completion previous endeavours – the Canon Tables were apparently from 
the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.

This book offers an updated overview on the topic of ‘Canon Tables’ in 
a comparative perspective and with a precise look at their context of origin, 
their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
times, domains, and cultures.

20 – Fakes and Forgeries of Written Artefacts from Ancient 
Mesopotamia to Modern China, edited by Cécile Michel and Michael 
Friedrich

Fakes and forgeries are objects of fascination. This volume contains a series 
of thirteen articles devoted to fakes and forgeries of written artefacts from the 
beginnings of writing in Mesopotamia to modern China. The studies empha-
sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
advanced it is. Nowadays, one can find fakes in museums and private collec-
tions alike; they abound on the antique market, mixed with real artefacts that 
have often been looted. The scientific community’s attitude to such objects 
calls for ethical reflection.
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the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.

This book offers an updated overview on the topic of ‘Canon Tables’ in 
a comparative perspective and with a precise look at their context of origin, 
their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
times, domains, and cultures.

20 – Fakes and Forgeries of Written Artefacts from Ancient 
Mesopotamia to Modern China, edited by Cécile Michel and Michael 
Friedrich

Fakes and forgeries are objects of fascination. This volume contains a series 
of thirteen articles devoted to fakes and forgeries of written artefacts from the 
beginnings of writing in Mesopotamia to modern China. The studies empha-
sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
advanced it is. Nowadays, one can find fakes in museums and private collec-
tions alike; they abound on the antique market, mixed with real artefacts that 
have often been looted. The scientific community’s attitude to such objects 
calls for ethical reflection.
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Article

Z-Profile: Holistic Preprocessing Applied to Hebrew 
Manuscripts for HTR with Ocropy and Kraken
Daniel Stökl Ben Ezra und Hayim Lapin | Paris

While considerable high quality textual and lexical data 
is openly available for many languages, such as Greek or 
Latin (although there is room for improvement here as well), 
researchers of classical Hebrew and Aramaic together with 
many other important European languages such as Armenian 
or Georgian are groping in the dark.1 Most of the texts 
available online are vulgate editions, not scholarly reliable 
texts.2

Among the most important classical Hebrew texts are 
those redacted during the tannaitic Rabbinic period, around 
the third century CE: the Mishnah and the Tosefta, two 
juridical works, and the ‘Halakhic’ or ‘Tannaitic’ Midrashim, 
commentaries to the Bible (Exodus–Deuteronomy).3 The 
Tosefta is a text closely related to the Mishnah that follows 
the same overall structure and clearly ‘knows’ the Mishnah, 
but it incorporates legal traditions with a complex intertextual 
relationship to those included in the Mishnah.

All of these sources have a strong interest in legal matters 
(the first two are in fact juridical texts) that illuminate 
Jewish life in Palestine, an Eastern province of the Roman 
Empire. Better known to the world outside of Jewish studies 
is the Babylonian Talmud, a later text, which is in fact a 

1  E.g. Perseus Digital Library at <https://github.com/PerseusDL>. The 
ERC Project Lila at <https://lila-erc.eu/>. McGillivray 2013. The Classical 
Language Toolkit (cltk.org). Bizzoni et al. 2014. The HIMANIS (HIstorical 
MANuscript Indexing for user-controlled Search) and ORIFLAMMS 
(Ontology Research, Image Features, Letterform Analysis on Multilingual 
Medieval Scripts) projects have produced some Latin script data sets, see 
at <https://github.com/oriflamms/>. Dominique Stutzmann’s most recent 
project, HORAE (The HORAE project: A textual exploration of Books of 
Hours, https://horae.digital/) will produce an even vaster data set.

2  See e.g. the texts in Sefaria: A Living Library of Jewish Texts <https://
sefaria.org> or on <https://en.wikisource.org>. This is certainly not due to 
disdain for such texts. Yet, OCR of out of copyright print editions are easier 
to acquire.

3  Good introductions are Stemberger 2011, Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn and Millar 
2013.

commentary to the Mishnah.4 (An over-simplified analogy 
might be the relationship between two synoptic Gospels: the 
works share a recognizable outline and common materials but 
also are also distinct from one another.) The length of these 
texts is substantial, e.g. about two hundred thousand words 
for the Mishnah, about three hundred thousand words for 
the Tosefta, and they probably represent the most extensive 
sources from the pre-Christian Roman Empire that are still 
extant and not written in Greek or Latin. Their importance 
for our understanding of the development not only of classic 
rabbinic Judaism, but also of Roman provincial law and 
social history cannot be overstated. 

Despite the importance of these texts there are neither 
full critical editions in either digital or print format. While 
there are several low quality online open source texts, there 
are no high-quality transcriptions that are openly available. 
An excellent linguistically annotated transcription of one 
manuscript of the Hebrew part of almost all texts can be 
accessed via the website of the Israel Academy of the 
Hebrew Language.5 While access to its resources is free of 
charge, there are significant restrictions put on the use of 
the transcriptions by the Academy. Other projects put their 
transcriptions behind a substantial pay wall.6

Three years ago, Hayim Lapin from the University 
of Maryland and Daniel Stökl Ben Ezra from the École 
pratique des hautes études / Paris Sciences & Lettres in 
Paris have join ed their respective projects on these texts 
in the eRabbinica project to start closing this gap. They 
secured funding from different sources for different 
subprojects. A pilot edition of three treatises of the 

4  ‘The Talmud’ usually refers to the Babylonian Talmud. In fact, there is 
a separate somewhat earlier Talmud from Byzantine Galilee called the 
Palestinian or Jerusalem Talmud.

5  Ma’agarim (The Academy of the Hebrew Language, The Historical 
Dictionary Project), <http://maagarim.hebrew-academy.org.il/>. 

6  Cooperative Development Initiative <www.lieberman-institute.com>.
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Mishnah with transcription, automatic textual criticism, 
French and English translation and linguistic annotation, 
based on TEI/XML and the open source edition software 
TEI-Publisher by eXist7 has recently been published.8 This 
paper briefly introduces a selection of the computer vision 
and machine learning algorithms ap plied in our project 
following a chronological sequence to perhaps encourage 
others with similar projects, especially those coming from 
the humanities. If a given infrastructure constructed for a 
general purpose achieves bad results, there are means to 
arrive at good local solutions with open source code.

1. The original motivation: a tailor-made OCR
One of the most important manuscripts of the Mishnah 
is the Cambridge Ms. Add 470.1 from fifteenth century 
Byzantium.9 In 1883, William H. Lowe published an 
extremely precise transcription that represents faithfully not 
only the text of the manuscript but also changes in writing 

7  TEI-Publisher <https://teipublisher.com/index.html>, accessed 26 May 
2019.

8  For the life interface, see Digital Mishnah <editions.erabbinica.org>. For 
the web interface code, see: <https://gitlab.existsolutions.com/mishnah/
mishnah>. For the data see: <https://gitlab.existsolutions.com/mishnah/
mishnah-data>.

9  Accessible at <https://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/view/MS-ADD-00470-00001>. 

style using various fonts and special placement of characters 
above the line for interlinear additions and at the end of lines 
or of paragraphs in the margins for marginal additions. Dots 
above letters indicate abbreviations and corrections. 

At first, we tried to train a commercial OCR of this 
nineteenth century transcription, yet the multiplicity of fonts 
and special characters and ligatures and the use of the less 
common font (commonly, but imprecisely called Rashi) did 
not give very good results (Fig. 1). 

Furthermore, it would have been difficult to preserve all 
the precious semantic information conveyed in the letter 
positions. Therefore, in 2016 Stökl Ben Ezra developed a 
tailor-made simple but very effective OCR engine. In a first 
step, horizontal projections were used to locate headers and 
footers, both of which were subsequently excluded from 
further analysis. The next step was the creation of a huge 
database of all connected components on the main part of 
all pages. The central architecture consists of a k-means 
clustering of 335 classes based on HOG-features (Histogram 
of Gradients) of connected components (letters or, in the case 
of ligatures, letter groups).10 The vector for the Euclidean 
distance k-means clustering consisted of a concatenation 

10  More precisely, letters consisting of several unconnected strokes, 
such as he or qof or all letters with a dot or stroke above or inside where 
combined into a single connected component via an intermediate vertical 
morphological transformation.

Fig. 1: Screen capture of a random page of Lowe OCRed with ABBYY.
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of HOG-features of 3 resized representations of each single 
connected component: 64×64 square and a flat 32×128 and 
a tall 128×32 rectangle with a cell size of 4×4 and 8×8, plus 
the height, width and the height-width proportion of each 
connected component. The 335 clusters were identified with 
characters manually. Clusters representing the same glyph 
with only visual but not semantic differences (e.g., the result 
of broken type) were grouped into one cluster, while clusters 
representing glyphs with semantically important differences 
(i.e. letters of different typefaces and sizes or with or without 
diacritical dots) were kept separate (Fig. 2).

Paragraph segmentation and identification of marginal 
additions were done with vertical profiles. Row segmentation 
was based on horizontal profiles. All connected components 
could then be assigned to rows. A combination of the 
clustering result and the centroid position plus the top and 
bottom boundaries vis-à-vis the row base-line served to 
evaluate whether a letter was superscripted and where it 
was to be placed on the horizontal axis. All this semantic 
layout position and font information was inserted into 
the transcription of the letters via tags. These tags where 
translated into Microsoft Word styles for visualization. 
Subsequently, the automatic transcription was corrected 
manually. We estimate that the precision of the automatic 
transcription was higher than 99.5% (Fig. 3).

2. Holistic manuscript layout analysis for writing block detection
Originally, we had anticipated applying the above-
mentioned system to manuscripts for automatic alignment 
and transcription. After some manual clustering, the system 
indeed attained a transcription precision of about 85%. This 
was not high enough to replace hand transcription or even 
to provide a searchable ‘background’ transcription for the 
publication of images. The main challenge consisted in the 
letter segmentation of the connected script. With the help of 
morphological transformations we made some progress in 
dissecting connected letters, but the process was completely 
manu script and scribe dependent and too labor intensive. 
Transcription-glyph alignment based on synthetic ‘manu-
scriptization’ of the transcription was more successful, but 
still not precise enough for production.11 

In a lecture in the e-philologie lecture series at PSL 
Université Paris, Marcus Liwicki mentioned Ocropy.12 
Despite the statement of Thomas Breuel that Ocropy was 
not suited for transcription of handwritten documents, 
the biLSTM of Ocropy is in fact quite powerful at least 
for certain medieval manuscripts.13 Its central problem 

11  Some of these steps were presented as a poster in the CSMC conference 
in February/March 2016 by Stökl Ben Ezra. 

12  Breuel 2014. 

13  We made our first attempts in autumn 2016. Jean-Baptiste Camps reported 
useful results in 2017, too.

Fig. 2: Sample of Letter Clusters.
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is the lay  out analysis, which suits the needs of printed 
documents but not the small and larger irregularities of 
manu scripts as well as binarization. The solution was to 
develop the bin arization and column/writing block and 
line segmentation ourselves and to subsequently feed 
the preprocessing results into Ocropy. We should note, 
that we have since then moved from Ocropy to the more 
advanced OCR-engine Kraken by Benjamin Kiessling, 
because it is natively RTL (right-to-left), bidirectional 
and unicode enabled (but allows also for non-unicode 
codecs) and has a superior recognizer.14 In the frame of the 
Scripta-PSL project, we are in the final stages of creating 
an open-source web-based in fra struc ture that integrates 
Kraken and will in the future also permit deep annotation 
of philological (additions, deletions etc.), historical (e.g. 
named entities), linguistic and palae og raphical nature.15 It 
is to this system that we will turn in the near future.

Our binarization is based on a sequence of well-known 
morphological transformations (Fig. 4): 1. closing with a 

14  Kiessling 2019.

15  Stokes et al. forthcoming.

struc turing element in the form of a disk of a size de pend ing 
on resolution and script size to calculate background, usually 
30 or 50 gave excellent results; 2. deducing background from 
image to create foreground; 3. adjusting image intensity 
values of the foreground; 4. Otsu binarization of the resulting 
image. Despite its simplicity, the results were good enough 
on our material.16

With regard to layout analysis, Stökl Ben Ezra’s ap proach 
was to better exploit the regularity of literary manuscripts. 
Strangely, documents are frequently considered as two-
dimensional objects (even though pages are warped) in 
automatic document analysis and as a collection of individual 
pages. However, in particular for our corpus of Hebrew 
manuscripts, without illuminations, it seemed absurd to deal 
with pages of a manuscript one by one as if each one was 
completely new and unrelated to the others. Even if lines can 
be slightly oblique or curved, or paragraphs can be oblique, 
or there are frequent marginal additions, the page layout of 
these manuscripts of literary texts tends to be highly regular 
in plan. Columns, too, have a relatively constant position, 

16  Stökl Ben Ezra 2018. 

Fig. 3: Same page from Lowe in our OCR in Microsoft WORD output.
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width and height. They can be interrupted by intermediary 
titles or empty space, but in principle their position on the 
page is quite regular. 

Our ‘holistic approach’ takes into serious consideration 
the overlooked third dimension of manuscripts, the z-axis 
in addition to y and x.17 Instead of a horizontal or a vertical 
profile of single pages, the method consists of calculating 
a z-profile from the vertical superposition of the two-
dimensional images, as if an X-ray was looking through 
the manuscript and then applying horizontal and vertical 
profiles.18 

In a first step, a cube is calculated from all images of the 
manuscript.19 They are transformed to grayscale and padded 
in order to fit the width and height of the largest picture. The 
z-profile is simply the sum of all images divided by their 
number. If the manuscript has been photographed as single 

17  This absence is probably not by chance. There is no English adjective 
that would express the z-axis of an object in the analogue way as the terms 
horizontal and vertical. In fact, our current usage of the terminology in 
document analysis presumes a sheet hold vertically in the hand, not lying on 
a table, because vertical actually refers to the axis going up and down. In the 
Cartesian system the technical terms are abscissa axis and ordinate axis for 
x and y and applicate axis for z.

18  Code available on GitHub at <https://github.com/ephenum/z-profile_
column_segmentation>.

19  They may have to be reduced in size in order to fit the memory of the 
CPU.

pages, one can calculate the z-profile for even and odd pages 
apart. Average columns are calculated by setting all values 
below the median value of the average image to 0 and all 
those equal to or above the median value to 255. In a final 
step all connected components beyond the expected number 
of columns are deleted. 

The resulting image is applied as a mask to each bin-
arized individual page of the cube. It defines the area sus-
pected to contain the centroid of the effective column(s) of 
each individual page. The median height of the remaining 
connected components is used for a vertical dilatation. Only 
connected components inside the masked area(s) are kept. 
All connected components inside an area become linked 
to each other via their centroids and holes are filled. The 
coordinates of the resulting connected component(s) are 
expected to agree to the coordinate of the major column(s) 
(Fig. 5).

The z-profile provides excellent information about the 
regularity of writing block disposition in a manuscript or 
printed book. Areas that are more frequently part of a writing 
block have higher z-profile values than those that are not. 
While this idea may appear extremely simple, it has proven 
very efficient in practice (Fig. 6). 

This approach also makes it possible to calculate the 
vari abil ity of writing block width and height and the dis-
tance to marginal additions. Manuscripts with a very regular 

Fig. 4: Binarization process: a) input; b) closing for background calculation; c) deducing b; d) image intensity values adjustment; e) Otsu binarization and inversion 

of d; f) direct Otsu binarization of a for comparison.
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Fig. 5: The upper row shows two manuscript images of a manuscript written in two columns, where one can well discern the marginal additions particular to each 

page. The lower row shows the z-profile of the even and odd pages of the manuscript where only the main columns remain visible (Ms. Kaufmann A50 from the 

Library of the Hungarian Academy of the Sciences, Budapest).

Fig. 6: Erfurt Tosefta z-profile. Even (left picture) and odd (right picture) pages.
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layout have a very sharp z-profile, while manuscripts with 
a less regular layout have a more blurred z-profile. Mar-
gin al additions that are difficult to detect in a one-page-a-
time approach, become discernible with the z-profile that 
distinguishes the normative basis from the addition. We 
should note that the system depends on a good bin ariza tion 
in order to distinguish between marginal additions and other 
dark areas, e.g. through deterioration of the manuscript or 
shadows. For this reason, we have started training an off-the-
shelf Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to distinguish 
between marginal areas with and without ink. However, as 
the main aim is the main text, this distinction is the cherry on 
the cake (Fig. 7).

Distinguishing between the z-profile of even and odd 
pages further sharpens the z-profile since many if not 

most manuscripts have a mirrored layout. Calculating the 
distance from the z-profile for each page can subsequently 
help to establish different z-profiles for different parts of 
the manuscript, e.g. for the material in the beginning and 
the end of the book, or for pages that commence a new 
chapter, pages with illustrations or tables etc. Exploiting 
this information might also improve existing algorithms, 
probably even in the age of convolutional neural network 
layout analysis.

3. Line segmentation with the heartbeat-seamcarve algorithm
Most recent line-segmentation approaches strive to find a 
general solution for the ultimate problem of finding any 
line in any orientation and on any position of any document 

Fig. 7: In the top row an even and an odd page of the two column Kaufmann A50 manuscript after a morphological transformation. Main columns and marginal 

additions have been discerned with connected components into separate entities. In the bottom the z-profile after a morphological transformation. 
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image. CNNs have achieved excellent results on such cases.20 
However, on the main texts of regular manuscripts standard 
ap proaches may be just as good or even superior because cur-
rent CNNs have a problem with large blank spaces (vacats) 
inside a semantic line, especially, e.g. if one con siders poet-
ic manu scripts. Nevertheless, the standard approaches can 
be un satisfactory even on a completely regular, quite simple 
manu script as the following screenshots show (Fig. 8).  
The left image was produced using the state-of-the-art in-
fra struc ture Transkribus, while the image on the right uses 
the heart beat seamcarve method. Both show the same 
random page of the test manuscript (Ms. Kaufmann A50).

The Transkribus looks clean from afar, yet, it has eight 
errors (lines 1, 2 (2×), 9 (2×), 10 (2×), 13), while the heart-
beat seamcarve has no mistake in line recognition.21 Tests 
with the CNN algorithm resulted in significant errors that did 
not arise with the heartbeat seamcarve (Fig. 9). 

20  As shown, e.g. in Diem et al. 2017 and Kiessling et al. (submitted).

21  It cuts the head of two lameds in line 9 and 13 but transkribus seems to cut 
all ascenders and descenders (at least in its visualization).

In the Middle Ages, preparing parchment and paper for 
writing was an expert task. In literary manuscripts, pages very 
frequently have been carefully ruled before the inscription, 
indicating lines, columns and/or writing blocks. In literary 
manuscripts, the distance between these lines is mostly very 
regular. While the lines can be empty, end early or start in 
the middle of the column or be interrupted by a large vacat, 
the vertical distance is mostly as constant as the width of the 
columns (but not the length of each individual line). Very 
often, the z-profile picture reveals not only the columns but 
even the number of lines (see Fig. 5, above).

One of the line segmentation algorithms is seam-carving.22 
The success of the seam-carving algorithm depends to a large 
extent on single column segmentation and on the cor rect-
ness of the detection of median lines. If, however, a line ends 
early and the subsequent line starts late, the simple median 
line approach will consider the second a continuation of the 
first which will result in the two lines being seam-carved as 
a single line.

22  Saabni and El-Sana 2011.

Fig. 8: Ms. Kaufmann A50 164ra with automatic line segmentation of seemingly easy material. On the left side Transkribus. On the right side heartbeat seamcarve.
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Mathias Seuret, Marcus Liwicki and Stökl Ben Ezra start ed 
to improve the seam-carving algorithm by the as sump tion 
of regularity in the analysis of the manuscript.23 Based on a 
Fourier transformation of the horizontal projection of each 
of n slices of a writing block, the procedure calculates the 
median line length. Wherever the line is too short or empty 
and therefore the horizontal profile misses a peak, the algo-
rithm adds one or several artificial peaks according to the 
regular line distance with regard to the lines above and below. 
The algorithm is now implemented in the DIVAServices.24

 25

4. Manuscript transcription and transcription-glyph alignment
Once a pipeline for the production of relatively clean manu-
script-line-image and transcription was established, we were 
able to train models with Ocropy showing useful results. A 
preliminary step was data augmentation. We used the well-
known methods of salt and pepper as well as shearing of 
the manuscript line image in different dosages, angles and 
combinations to multiply input pairs by a factor of nine.

A challenging stage was the production of tran scrip tion 
text lines that correspond to the visible signs in the main text 
block. All marginal or interlinear additions had to be deleted. 
On the other hand, all deletions of the main text by simple 

23  Seuret, Stökl Ben Ezra, and Liwicki 2017.

24  Würsch, Ingold, and Liwicki 2017.

25 Fischer et al. 2012.

strikethrough had to be kept. Numbers and paratext such as 
eschatocols of chapters or treatises had to be kept. Letters 
functioning as simple line fillers without importance for the 
linguistic text, a frequent practice in Hebrew manuscripts, 
had to be kept, too. Abbreviations had to remain unresolved. 
Ligatures had to be represented by special marks. Our tran-
scrip tion markup distinguished between the various forms 
of addition and deletion and it was mainly a question of the 
order of transformation steps. 

For the preparation of the most complex manuscript, we 
used Microsoft Word with numerous styles to emulate XML 
tagging because XML editors like Oxygen are still difficult 
to manage with RTL scripts whose writing direction coun ters 
that of the tags. Hayim Lapin wrote a series of conversion 
scripts to convert the Word documents (docx) to XML/
TEI that used Visual Basic to prepare the transcription for 
transformation to raw XML, and subsequent conversion 
to a TEI schema-conformant document using XSLT. The 
forthcoming eScriptorium platform will permit us to combine 
automatic layout analysis and HTR with deep annotation.

So far, we have applied our pipeline to the following 
Hebrew manuscripts: 
 - K: Mishnah: Ms. Kaufmann A50 in the Library of the 

Hungarian Academy of the Sciences, Budapest. Written 
in Italian script from the eleventh or twelfth century.  256 
folios.

Fig. 9: Seamcarve on a sample from the Washingon25 dataset. Left without, right with heartbeat.
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 - C: Mishnah: Ms. Add. 470.1, Cambridge University 
Library. Written in Byzantine script from the fifteenth 
century. 250 folios. 

 - M: Mishnah: Cod. Ebr. 95 of the Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (on the part of the Mishnah only 
because the resolution is very low for the tiny script of 
the Talmud itself). The manuscript was written in 1342 
probably in France. 576 folios. Semi-manual manuscript 
layout segmentation of the complex Talmudic layout 
was very kindly provided with by the Larex team around 
Christian Reul.

 - V: Tosefta: Cod. Hebr. 20, Austrian National Library, 
Vienna. Written around the fourteenth century in square 
Sephardic script. 327 folios.

 - L: Tosefta: Add. 27296, British Library, London. Written 
in fifteenth century Sephardic script. 73 folios.

This makes altogether ca. 1,400 pages. For most manuscripts, 
we could achieve a character error rate (CER) <5%, 
sometimes <3%. We tried different sizes for the hidden layer, 
different learning rates, different sizes of training data. We 
also mixed training data from different manuscripts with 
encouraging results. 5 columns (171 lines, 200 neurons) 
achieved a CER <10% for the Vienna manuscript, while 19 
columns (645 lines) sufficed for 2.1% CER (43k iterations). 
Due to limited manpower and calculation power (Ocropy 
runs on CPUs only and demands the transformation of all 
RTL scripts into LTR), we did not apply all tests on all 
materials. The main aim was not to improve the LSTM but 
to arrive at exploitable results.26 Of course, in a manuscript 
of 1,000,000 characters, 3% CER still means 30,000 errors 
to spot and to correct. However, where a vulgate text is 
available or one manuscript of a text is already transcribed, 
we can automatically align both versions with CollateX or 
with Shmidman-Koppel-Porat algorithm.27 

5. Outlook to the Future
Since June respectively September 2018, two new projects 
have started around eRabbinica, both with the National Li-
brary of Israel and their manuscript portal Ktiv.28 In Tikkoun 
Sofrim (‘scribal error correction’) with Haifa Uni ver sity 

26  Results will be published on the eRabbinica.org website and on GitHub 
after full transition from Ocropy to Kraken.

27  Shmidman, Koppel and Porat 2018.

28  <http://web.nli.org.il/sites/nlis/en/manuscript>.

we have worked on correction of automatic trans cript ions 
of post-classical Midrashim of the Tanhuma-Yelamdenu 
genre via crowdsourcing.29 We have so far trans cribed four 
manu scripts with CER’s of 2.8%, 2.9%, 6.9% and 8.9%.30 
The manuscript with 8.9% CER has been the first to be sub-
mitted to the crowdsourcing process and we have been able 
to reconstruct a complete text with the help of CollateX 
and a majority vote on the word level.31 The plan is to link 
coordinates for words, and where possible glyphs via IIIF to 
the manuscript images and to integrate them with the help of 
the Mirador viewer at Ktiv. The National Library will serve 
as repository for long-term preservation.

In the second project, Sofer Mahir (tachygraph, or ‘rapid 
[i.e., skilled] scribe’) with the University of Maryland 
and Dicta32 we collaborate on the creation of a pipeline 
to produce open source manuscript transcriptions of all 
major manuscripts of the principal tannaitic compositions: 
approximately twenty substantial manuscripts with about 
6,000 pages. In collaboration with Dicta, the texts will 
be automatically analyzed linguistically. We hope to be 
able to integrate the linguistic analysis directly into the 
transcription pipeline to further reduce the error ratio. In the 
LAKME project, we have already annotated 25,000 words 
lexically and morphologically and created the corresponding 
lexicon in French, English and German in order to apply a 
neural network architecture developed by Dicta on all of 
our transcriptions.33 In a related project, Lapin is creating 
a database of shared text (identified by string matching) 
among the corpora that will be part of the infrastructure of 
future editions.

The resulting text will be presented according to the 
developing Distributed Text Service (DTS) API (Application 
Programming Interface).34 An extension of the Canonical 
Text Service (CTS) specification, first developed for the 

29  Wecker et al. 2019. Tikkoun Sofrim website: <https://tikkoun-sofrim.
firebaseapp.com/>. Tikkoun Sofrim GitHub: <https://github.com/drore/
tikkoun>.

30  Kuflik et al. 2019.

31  Dekker et al. 2015, Decker and Midell 2011.

32  <http://dicta.org.il/>. 

33  Stökl Ben Ezra et al. 2018.

34  <https://distributed-text-services.github.io/specifications/> (accessed 26 
May 2019).
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further improved. We will attain a stage soon, where we can 
tran scribe most of the historical manuscripts automatically 
with a grade of precision sufficiently high for human reading 
and machine exploitation. For Medieval Hebrew, we are on 
the brink of doing it.
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Written Artefacts as Cultural Heritage was established in 
2020. The series is dedicated to the double role of written 
artefacts as representations and generators of humankind’s 
cultural heritage. Its thematic scope embraces aspects of 
preservation, the identity-defining role of artefacts as well as 
ethical questions.

The mix of practical guides, colloquium papers and 
project reports is specifically intended for staff at libraries 
and archives, curators at museums and art galleries, and 

Written Artefacts as Cultural Heritage
Ed. by Michael Friedrich and Doreen Schröter

scholars working in the fields of manuscript cultures and 
heritage studies.

Every volume of Written Artefacts as Cultural Heritage 
has been peer-reviewed and is openly accesible. There is an 
online and a printed version..

If you wish to receive a copy or to present your research, 
please contact the editorial office:
https://www.csmc.uni-hamburg.de/publications/cultural-
heritage.html
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CSMC’s academic journal was established as newsletter of 
the research unit ‘Manuscript Cultures in Asia and Africa’ 
in 2008 and transformed into a scholarly journal with the 
appearance of volume 4 in 2011. manuscript cultures 
publishes exhibition catalogues and articles contributing to 
the study of written artefacts. This field of study embraces 
disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology, informatics 
and multispectral imaging.

manuscript cultures encourages comparative approaches, 
without regional, linguistic, temporal or other limitations 
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on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger historical 
and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in 
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THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
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where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 
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archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
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of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
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Forthcoming
23 – Education Materialised: Reconstructing Teaching and Learning 
Contexts through Manuscripts, edited by Stefanie Brinkmann, 
Giovanni Ciotti, Stefano Valente and Eva Maria Wilden

Manuscripts have played a crucial role in the educational practices of virtu-
ally all cultures that have a history of using them. As learning and teaching 
tools, manuscripts become primary witnesses for reconstructing and stu-
dying didactic and research activities and methodologies from elementary 
levels to the most advanced.
The present volume investigates the relation between manuscripts and educatio-
nal practices focusing on four particular research topics: educational settings: tea-
chers, students and their manuscripts; organising knowledge: syllabi; exegetical 
practices: annotations; modifying tradition: adaptations.
The volume offers a number of case studies stretching across geophysical 
boundaries from Western Europe to South-East Asia, with a time span ran-
ging from the second millennium BCE to the twentieth century CE.                                    

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

This volume reveals how manuscripts may be used in gaining knowledge of 
educational practices across Africa, Asia and Europe from the Babylonian 
period up to the twentieth century. Four major research topics are 
addressed: transmission of knowledge through institutional or private 
educational settings, organisation of knowledge as refl ected in syllabi, 
exegetical practices and annotations, adaptation of learning traditions.
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historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.
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MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

The book explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from ninth to tenth 
century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the Silk Roads. It centres around 
four groups of manuscripts and argues for the existence of a unique local 
culture combining Chinese and Central Asian elements. The book makes a 
contribution to the study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk 
Roads at the end of the fi rst millennium CE.
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21 – Disiecta Membra Musicae: Studies in Musical Fragmentology, 
edited by Giovanni Varelli

Although fragments from music manuscripts have occupied a place of consid-
erable importance since the very early days of modern musicology, a collec-
tive, up-to-date, and comprehensive discussion of the various techniques and 
approaches for their study was lacking. On-line resources have also become 
increasingly crucial for the identification, study, and textual/musical recon-
struction of fragmentary sources. Disiecta Membra Musicae. Studies in Mu-
sical Fragmentology aims at reviewing the state of the art in the study of me-
dieval music fragments in Europe, the variety of methodologies for studying 
the repertory and its transmission, musical palaeography, codicology, liturgy, 
historical and cultural contexts, etc. This collection of essays provides an op-
portunity to reflect also on broader issues, such as the role of fragments in last 
century’s musicology, how fragmentary material shaped our conception of the 
written transmission of early European music, and how new fragments are be-
ing discovered in the digital age. Known fragments and new technology, new 
discoveries and traditional methodology alternate in this collection of essays, 
whose topics range from plainchant to ars nova and fifteenth- to sixteenth- 
century polyphony. 
 
22 – Dunhuang Manuscript Culture: End of the First Millennium,  
by Imre Galambos

Dunhuang Manuscript Culture explores the world of Chinese manuscripts from 
ninth–tenth century Dunhuang, an oasis city along the network of pre-modern 
routes known today collectively as the Silk Roads. The manuscripts have been 
discovered in 1900 in a sealed-off side-chamber of a Buddhist cave temple, 
where they had lain undisturbed for for almost nine hundred years. The dis-
covery comprised tens of thousands of texts, written in over twenty different 
languages and scripts, including Chinese, Tibetan, Old Uighur, Khotanese, 
Sogdian and Sanskrit. This study centres around four groups of manuscripts 
from the mid-ninth to the late tenth centuries, a period when the region was 
an independent kingdom ruled by local families. The central argument is that 
the manuscripts attest to the unique cultural diversity of the region during this 
period, exhibiting – alongside obvious Chinese elements – the heavy influence 
of Central Asian cultures. As a result, it was much less ‘Chinese’ than com-
monly portrayed in modern scholarship. The book makes a contribution to the 
study of cultural and linguistic interaction along the Silk Roads. 

THE SERIES: STUDIES IN MANUSCRIPT CULTURES
The series Studies in Manuscript Cultures (SMC) publishes monographs and 
collective volumes contributing to the study of written artefacts. This fi eld of 
study embraces disciplines such as art history, codicology, epigraphy, history, 
material analysis, palaeography and philology.
SMC encourages comparative approaches, without regional, linguistic, 
temporal or other limitations on the objects studied; it contributes to a larger 
historical and systematic survey of the role of written artefacts in ancient 
and modern cultures, and in so doing provides a new foundation for ongoing 
discussions in cultural studies.

STUDIES IN 
MANUSCRIPT CULTURES

Fragments of music manuscripts are some of the commonest fi nds inside 
bindings of later volumes, or unlabeled boxes tucked away in libraries and 
archives. Their surviving radically shaped our modern understanding of 
early European music. This volume looks at ‘disiecta membra’ not as relics 
of a lost whole, but as principal objects of study, illuminating societal, 
material, and cultural contexts, and requiring specifi c approaches and 
methodologies
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a board with text fragments from the Liturgy by John Chrysostom (CPG 4686) in 

Georgian; the text passage held by Cyril of Jerusalem is the beginning of the sentence 
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18 – Canones: The Art of Harmony. The Canon Tables of the Four 
Gospels, edited by Alessandro Bausi, Bruno Reudenbach, and Hanna 
Wimmer

The so-called ‘Canon Tables’ of the Christian Gospels are an absolutely re-
markable feature of the early, late antique, and medieval Christian manuscript 
cultures of East and West, the invention of which is commonly attributed to 
Eusebius and dated to first decades of the fourth century AD. Intended to host 
a technical device for structuring, organizing, and navigating the Four Gos-
pels united in a single codex – and, in doing so, building upon and bringing 
to completion previous endeavours – the Canon Tables were apparently from 
the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.

This book offers an updated overview on the topic of ‘Canon Tables’ in 
a comparative perspective and with a precise look at their context of origin, 
their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
times, domains, and cultures.

20 – Fakes and Forgeries of Written Artefacts from Ancient 
Mesopotamia to Modern China, edited by Cécile Michel and Michael 
Friedrich

Fakes and forgeries are objects of fascination. This volume contains a series 
of thirteen articles devoted to fakes and forgeries of written artefacts from the 
beginnings of writing in Mesopotamia to modern China. The studies empha-
sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
advanced it is. Nowadays, one can find fakes in museums and private collec-
tions alike; they abound on the antique market, mixed with real artefacts that 
have often been looted. The scientific community’s attitude to such objects 
calls for ethical reflection.
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Wimmer

The so-called ‘Canon Tables’ of the Christian Gospels are an absolutely re-
markable feature of the early, late antique, and medieval Christian manuscript 
cultures of East and West, the invention of which is commonly attributed to 
Eusebius and dated to first decades of the fourth century AD. Intended to host 
a technical device for structuring, organizing, and navigating the Four Gos-
pels united in a single codex – and, in doing so, building upon and bringing 
to completion previous endeavours – the Canon Tables were apparently from 
the beginning a highly complex combination of text, numbers and images, that 
became an integral and fixed part of all the manuscripts containing the Four 
Gospels as Sacred Scripture of the Christians and can be seen as exemplary for 
the formation, development and spreading of a specific Christian manuscript 
culture across East and West AD 300 and 800.
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their visual appearance, their meaning, function and their usage in different 
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sise the subtle distinctions conveyed by an established vocabulary relating to 
the reproduction of ancient artefacts and production of artefacts claiming to 
be ancient: from copies, replicas and imitations to fakes and forgeries. Fakes 
are often a response to a demand from the public or scholarly milieu, or even 
both. The motives behind their production may be economic, political, reli-
gious or personal – aspiring to fame or simply playing a joke. Fakes may be 
revealed by combining the study of their contents, codicological, epigraphic 
and palaeographic analyses, and scientific investigations. However, certain fa-
mous unsolved cases still continue to defy technology today, no matter how 
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